
Katz Chronology 

Stress here Katz’s role in the framing of Oswald 

Hoover to senior officers 11/22,’63 at 4:01 EST. .. He floats the name of 

Oswald... he had communist leanings. Worked at bldg. where shots 

originated. Had been in Russia and “went to Cuba on several occasions. . . .- 

Hoover to Senior FBI Staff 11/22/’63, 62-109060-59 Hoover re: Oswald. . 

.He has Oswald going to Cuba on several occasions; he is mean minded and 
” may have some communist sympathies .. . 

Belmont to Tolson 11/22/63 62-109060-1431 He told Shanklin that LBJ wanted 

Hoover on top of the case and “solving the case.” 

Rosen to Belmont 11/23/’63 62-109060-278 Miller of JD (Criminal D iv) called. . . 

he was aware of “intensive investigation” being conducted by FBI and JD would 

be grateful receiving something in writing as soon as possible...... Hoover 

scrawl “He will get it in due time.” This is Katz’s influence . . .and remains his 

modus operandi through out. . . .speed to control the issue. . . 

Evans to Belmont 11/25/’63 62-109060-1399 . . .This comes day after Oswald’s 

murder. There will be no trial and no impartial examination of the evidence in the 

case. Katz suggests: case best handled by making public the results of the FBI’s 

investigation. .. .He was thinking in terms of end of the week!!!! Katz notes that 

the Report should be released by the White House.. .LBJ wants the report 

released by the JD (Bobby/LBJ gets his hits in). . . Katz concedes if not released by 

White House then the FBI. . .. 

[See Hal’s notes to doc. Hal describes CD-1 as diatribe against Oswald. . .that 

says little about the assassination. In all of the 5 volumes of CD-1 there are 

only two sentences of the shooting.. .CD-1 does not even give the cause of 

JFK’s death. Note: FBI refused a copy of the JFK death certificate offered to it 

by the SS. It was not until (date) when Bureau asked for a copy of Burkley’s 

death certificate. (Find item). 

Evans to Belmont 11/25/63 105-82555-not recorded. . .It is noted that this 

morning Katz sent his memo to Moyers after discussion with Hoover. He was
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thinking perhaps the FBI report would be finished by the end of this week “if at all 
possible.” Katz was ina monumental hurry... 

Katzenbach Memorandum to Moyers 11/25/’63 copy can be found at 62- 

109060-1399 . . See Hal’s summary of the memo. 

Rosen to Belmont, 11/26/63 62-109060-426 Here we have Rosen saying that no 

need at this time for a copy of photographs of and x-rays of JFK’s body at this 
time. FBI put together CD-1 w/o conferring with t he medical evidence in the case. 

Miller (Ass. Attorney General) to Katzenbach 11/27/’63 RG 200, box 34, folder 
445 is a Tentative Outline of Report (Summarizing of Investigation of 

Assassination of JFK)... 

Evans to Belmont 11/26/’63 62-109060-1490 (for a copy)... .Katz stresses time“? L 
is of the essence. . . This was Katz’s mantra through this first weeks. . .Katz notes)! 
that CD-1 to be reviewed by the Justice Dept. and sent to White House. Doc. Uf 
asserts that Report will convince public that Oswald was the lone assassin, etc. . Ss) “ 

-But Report of this special nature cannot be finished in a week’s time. . (week’s (01% 

time was Katz’s suggested duration... . XS Toi 

i nga’ iy Evans to Belmont 11/27/’63, 62-109060-1669 Here we have Katz again trying to we 
control what is getting in to the public domain. Here he has placed in motion “ 
Ass. Attorney General Miller to get the state officials in Texas to limit their 
activities to merely limiting their inquiries into merely showing that Oswald killed 
the president. Katz hoped to curtail the Texas state authorities from wading into 
questions about the communist angle and motive, etc. . See attached Evans to 
Belmont 11/27/’63 62-109060-1670... More pressure from Katz. .. Hoover note 

is “Leave us alone and we will meet our responsibilities.” . .. Almost feel sorry for 
Hoover... 

Evans to Belmont 12/2/’63 62-109060-1715 Katz phoned and related that CJ 
Warren took a strong position on not wanting the CD-1 published. . .Warren 
wanted only the Commission Report published. . .Katz felt that the Chief Justice 
was So strong on this point that he “would be prepared to resign from the 
President’s Commission.” Check Hoover’s note: FBI will submit report to Katz. . .
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.and “make-no statement & adhere to. ‘no comment.’” While FBI was leaking CD- 
1’s conclusions to favored reports. . . (Russell had the FBI down pat). 

Evans to Belmont 12/5/63 62-109060-7 Not Recorded On p. 2 Katz noted that 

at his meeting today with the Commission Russell “sarcastically” quizzed Katz 
whether the Commission would get the report (CD-1) “before the FBI leaked all its 

contents to the pre 

DeLoach to Mohr, 12/6/’13, 62-109090-6 Not Recorded Key here is Katz dealing 
w/ rumors re: Walker shooting. . . Salinger Called Katz for guidance on this. . .Katz 
tells Salinger to go ahead and confirm “the fact ... .that Oswald “had made an 
attempt on Walker’s life.” Katz stirring the pot. . . no evidence of this. . Note too 
Russell’s fit about the FBI leaking to the press information from CD-1. . Also 
wanted FBI to know that he was in league w/ it in getting Warren Olney dropped 
as chief counsel .. . This was Hoover’s desire. . . 
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Hoover Said as Follows: RG 64, Box 10 NARA “Correspondence w/ Burke Marsh to 
Correspondence Regarding Declassification of Jenkins Memo.” Hoover’s words: 
11/24/63, time was 4:00 P.M. EST Hoover’s length response to Oswald’s murder. 
Hoover blames the Dallas authorities for failure to take the most basic protections 
for Oswald even after the threats of early morning 11/24. . He notes FBI at 
Parkland in event Oswald made a confession . . .Hoover goes on a rampage of FBI 
nailing down the case against Oswald. All of it a bunch of empty nonsense... He 
accused Fritz of giving information to the press (leaking). 

Key para. Hoover concerned (as was Katz) of need for something to convince the 
public that Oswald was the real assassin.” What tactics to take to get the word 
out. . . Katz and Hoover have different ploys. .. Attached is White House 
telephone logs for 11/24 between Moyers, Hoover, and Katzenbach.. .



Also see the Katz to Moyers Memo attached, November 25, 1963 . 
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Evans to Belmont 11/25/’63 62-109060-1399 Katz is convinced that this matter of 

revealing the information about the assassination best handled “by making this 

matter public the results of the FBI’s investigation.” He was hoping the FBI report 

could be ready at the end of the week. Katz sent his Moyers memo to FBI which 

Katz had prepared Moyers memo after talking with Hoover (on 24*"?) . . Both 

thought that CD-1 (or results of FBI investigation) were made public. .. .(Warren 

will object to this . .and threaten to excuse himself from the Commission. Note: 

See this in another document). .. 

Evans to Belmont 12/2/’63 109090-6 Not Recorded Relates that Katz spoke with 

Evans and advised that Warren opposed the publication of CD-1. .. .LBJ had not 

taken a position on this yet. . . But Katz fared that if Warren’s concerns were not 

met that the Chief Justice might resign from the Commission .. . . (Warren may 

have been responding to the leaking of FBI Report. . . (Russell was adamant about 

that). ... Hoover’s (staged peek) where he notes that the FBI will send report to 

Katz and “make no statement & adhere to ‘no comment.’”” After leaking all over 

the place... 

Belmont to Tolson 12/3/63 62-109090-8 Not Recorded Big issue here is 

Warren’s desire to have Warren Olney as his chief counsel... Hoover writes in 

“Horrible.” Katz in agreement w/ Hoover on this. . . 

Evans to Belmont 12/5/’63 62-109090-7 Not Recorded Katz received CD-1 on this 

date and it would be reviewed by his staff and he would read it tonight. P. 2 He 

noted that at the Commission’s 11/25 organizational meeting that Senator Russell 

sarcastically asked “whether the Commission would get the report before the FBI 

had leaked all of its contents to the press.” Katz rejected Russell’s charge. . .Of 

course he did since he did his own leaking (see Walker case). . .
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Evans to Belmont 12/5/’63 62-109090-7 Not Recorded. . Addendum to YW ’ 

memorandum to Mr. Belmont p. 3 12/6/’63 .. .But he noted that Katz called and 

having read CD-1 and he called it “sensational.” (attached to 12/5 doc.) 
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DeLoach to Mohr, 12/6/’63 62-1-9090-6 Key here is Katz clearance w/ Salinger to 

go ahead and release to press that Oswald was the suspect in the Walker 

shooting. . .based on nothing other than making a case against Oswald... .Point 

here: Was Katz thinking of building motive here: Oswald went after a right- 

winger like Walker and a progressive president like Kennedy. Motive: Oswald 

was a deeply disturbed and psychotic individual. . . . (Will be expressed in the 

Warren Report and will be shaped by Dulles)... 

Hoover to Tolson, 12/12/63 62-109090-1853 Not Recorded 3A...P. 3 Hoover 

cites the Dallas PD as the source of rumors and leaks. . .He mentions that the 

Police Dept. leaked on the Walker shooting .... he notes that FBI had pixs of 

private citizens but none by a professional photographer (Altgens was not in his 

memo. Was he ignorant or just suppressing the Altgens film). . .He concludes that 

Oswald was a marksman with a rifle and nothing he couldn’t accomplish with a 

weapon **** Then on to fingerprints and bullets that tied Oswald to the crime. . 

.In short, it was all Hoover hot air. . . 

Katz memo to Rankin 12/20/’63 source; Harold Weisberg’s Subject Index file 

under Katzenbach, Nicholas deB., Item 20, Hood College Weisberg Archive. Katz 

great concern is that “half of the American people believe that Oswald was part of 

a conspiracy in shooting President Kennedy... .” Other rumors he notes. . .He 

proposes that Dept. of Justice release a short press statement containing FBI 

findings in the evidence that Oswald was the shooter. . .and that he acted alone. . 

12/28 and 12/ 30 two memos from Willens about WC Staff roles and proposed 

out of the Commission’s work. .... Review carefully. . .



Key doc. 

Rosen to DeLoach 11/12/1966 62-109060-NR Rosen notes that on 

November 29, 1963, our first report was submitted to the WC on 

December 9, 1963. Report was made available to President that same 

date. ... Our basic investigation was substantially completed by 

November 26, 1963.**** (note). Thereafter, to further verify the 

information developed we conducted thousands of interviews and 

numerous Laboratory examinations we made..... “ 
NS 
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tells Salinger to go ahead and confirm “the fact .. that Oswald “had made an 
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Russell’s fit about the FBI leaking to the press information from CD-1. . .Also 

wanted FBI to know that he was in league w/ it in getting Warren Olney dropped 

as chief counsel... This was Hoovers desire. . . 

DeLoach to Mohr, 12/9/’63 62-109090-16 Katz notes that CD-1 delivered today 

to the Commission. Katz attaches his own note which urged the WC to quickly 

issue “a statement . . .concerning its findings” to silence all speculation, rumors, 

and gossip can be eliminated . . . .This was consistent w/ Katz through this whole 

process. . .( 

Hoover memo to Assistant Directors 12/12/’63 62-109090-14 (copy found) 

Hoover goes on for several pages. .. On page 3 he notes that Katz (JD) held CD-1 

for about 5 days before turning it over to the Commission and was leaking 

material from the Report to the press. He cites the Walker shooting as a prime 

example. . .Then he asserted that Oswald was “a marksman and it wasn’t 

anything he could not do. . . He notes that FBI tested the alleged murder rifle and 

got off shots even faster than Oswald... .FBI had Oswald’s fingerprints lifted from 

the murder weapon... alla lot of nonsense. . .


